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NOTES FROM THE EDITORS

This final issue of volume INVESTIGATIONS IN SCIENCE.EDUCATION

contains six articles which form a cluster focused on instruction and.

four individual studies:

The ailx instruction articles, are presented accordi

of pupils involved: Bowyer and Linn,and Moore and Bta

ade level

ed wit

elementary school pupils. Mills and Eubanks were interested in I S and
.

r

juniorgh sc.loolatudents. Dougl ass and gable investigated ninth- ad

biology ,tlasses . Peterson worked with high' tchool students enrolled in

physics, while Suter orked:with nuuderprepareestudents enrolled in

a college chemistry

The' four individual 9dies report's are. varied in, terms of topits

investigated. Hofstein and colleagues examined factors influencing

7'14
student,dhoices of educational opportunities in. Israeli high schools.

Nussbaum and-Novak attempted to assess concepts which second graders

held about the Earth. .Shrigley look ed atthe credibility of elementary

.science .methods instructs as perceived by ieir studentS. Tamir

investigated factors influencing student' achievement in (Israeli)
A

Neigh schools.

..Although Volume 5, Issue 4.does not contain any responses to

.I.S.E. reviews,:we have received several-,Thich will 1 published in

fUture ispues7of .Volume . We are pleased that .the dialogue has

begun. We hope it. continues

patricia E. Blosser
.gditOr

Robert L. Steiner
AssOciate Editor 4
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Bowyt , Jane E tL,Trtia C. Linn. "Effectiver, ss of the Science
icuium ------rovement Study ii eaching-Sc_entific Literacy."

_7Lrnal ,e.arzh in Science ,aching, 15\_):209-219, 1978.
2utriculum; E&ietionelReserce; Elementary

"rElementary School Science; *. _ementary School
tu-er-44\*-7struction; *Program Evaluat_-)r. Science C arse

-mr. = t roject; Science Education; 7'1,c_ermific I 2racy;

lopment;' Tests

iLzpandec d Analysis Prenared Especially
-bert 7an.;,--: unden, Drake tr::.ver-,ity.

7---=mose

purv,e c' report; is to descrize the resul:s o tud Jf,a,

_..mraL1 v fuT iementary.science pr:gram, toe Scier

r
,

(SCIS). The curriculum was evaluatr- in tie=s of

sta.- - the development :if scientific 1±:_lracy KarpluS,

in -71s of gender, differences 14,,understaTIrlLng scientific

==nceps. ._mary goal of the study was the eve: motion the

uffects f :3 program in terms of children's ---,,velopmen)cf

Ientz. t.c

11,

40-2

SC- program described as a conceptually baE,L, sequentiolly

-r7mi-ed, six-year science curriculum. Its:goal i. the.deVelopMent

:ciE-Itific literacy. The program is ! sequence _ 1.ea ning exper-

-,74.s Lased on major concepts which the SCIS authc7- felt. reflected

cu -asic nature std structure of science:' This resu.:::edAA develop-
,

men- Jf a par:icularapproach toward the tea hing-df 5CIS call d the

Lea771na cycl. It consists of individualiz d explorat.ons Hof

invention of a Concept by the teacher; and-a Fibsequent

alscory coptept by the students
/

(SeIS Teache: 3 Handbook,(ScIS

u----trA2._ 4.

a

(
Pea (1966) defined the scientifically literate indivLdual as one

who understands'(1) the Oasic.Concepts annature of science (2)

3
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the ethics of the sci...List (3) the'diffe-ances beeen aci id

technolog: and (4) the lterrelationshiDE between science an:

humanities and societ A

The Rriim: :y goal of .t- 5:ludv is importint for establishing c. bil-

ity conc the-reli=1:-7,ship between urriculum goals and 1,1::daent

ac'even,t:11 and because it l_elds-information for curriculum

de and. re7,.--xchers reg=ding the cumulative _77.7t.ct

0' .1

nc goal, the asse.44111t of gende/differences in the JeveloP-

awl,___ c scientific liter ;c -, may help explain the dramatic la

5- encarticipation by r =s n-high school, college and prc±es-

a_ma Levels:

3te_ research evaluatily studies concerning the effects of

have .faller 70 two broad categoties: (1) those carried ,

_ b7 71e designers of IS to aid in the development of thecurric7

anc (2) those give mz information concerning the cognitive effects

_= particular units or 7. = effect of one or two years okSCIS study.

-
Aesearch the impact Df individual SCIS unitsIsuggests that posi-

tive effects can be measured in some oases in the areas of conserve-

tiod (Haali,.1968;Stafford, 1969), serial ordering (Almy1 1970),
. ,

compens ting variables (Linn and Thier, 1975), classification (Linn

and Pete Soln,)973), relative position and motion (Battaglini, 1972;

Andersdon 976),.and utilizing the processes\of science .,(Weber, 1972).

Major studies have not been completed which assess the.effects of.the

total SCIS curriculum.
4

Research Design and Procedure
-

&
. -..

.
.

/

The study deve(loped a scientific literacy test and ompared rural

A4Michigan sixth - traders in two schools that used t e SCIS program

.for six years to an equivalent control

4
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,A battery of evaluation tasks (the scientific 1 : -eras test -SLT) was

designed. The concepts*selected were st./Ipject mate_ in the SCIS.

Task criteria were:

TaskIIluld: (1) be appropriate £o; 4- an. 12-year old ehfidren.

(2) lend themselves to a penc__ and paper, in -::ass
- 4- testing Situation:

1 V e
. (3) be from a t.epresentatave ,__erection of coren7/

process concepts taught LT1 the SCIS 'P gram.,

, (4) involve demonsiretions,.tur_._is or of t con-
cretlfreferents.

(5iNallow for open-ended resr.)nses,if,pcssile,
to permit evaluatibn of childreer's reason-,

After pilot' testing in six classrooms, nine of _ht, sev.,_71teeh
.1.

tasks' were retained. Tasks I7IV examine chilc:en s thpking rel-arding'

, the basic processes of science and Tasks V-IX ,ttem?ted to meas_ e the

children's .understanding of major content-orenten zoncepts. Validi4y
.

of the,SLT was estimated by match ng the Oje___ive= of.the

4p the instrument. Reliability bAed.onitest-:-7,41ed score=

9' is a pilot- testchildren ranged fY)ri"
1.

Methods'
f.

The sample cons sted of
.

531 middle-class, sixth grade

clas rooma in rural Michigan. The experimental,group

vat; the-entire

J-440

students from 19

of 312

. HalfOpulation froth fwo elemontary'sciOnks'

sixth grade students from three "equivalent'schools-, or 219

comprised the control,grono4 Administration of the test and

children

of the

children,

storing

of.the results were based :pon written administrati,ve procedure direc-

tions and.criteria established by the Lithors.
-

Findings
c A

,Individual scores from ,the battery Of nine taskswere the raw

for a multivariate statistical analypis.

5

The nine .task. scores
.

e
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.)

treated as de dent variables;, ender and SCIS experien e were the

independent

Overall, tLai .-:_ldren with SCIS experience ,performed better on the

SLT than =sE without SCIS experience (F = 135, df = 9 and 519,

fi P4 .001). 4if .

The SCIS curriculum id nOt'affectone:gender"more than the other.

(F = 1.2, ef = 9' eh

Interpretatiops
V..

. -

I

=7.Several :elusions were dram b))th authors. They'stated that the
A ,

primary conclusion is that children eaiposeds10 th.tSCIS program assim-
\ 4

1.

flats some fundamentalscOnceVts of science. whith contribuie to

scien ifi literacy. This conclusion is, interpreted to refer to the

fact ata supported and extended.the results of other stA-2

dies wt.. _ndicate that /tis.possire to affect children's thinking

during the 6-13 age period.

P

1 , t. '
_

.

.°- A seco conclusioti is that girls do not 'differ from boys in their 3);

ability to/learn:Science concepts in" the- e(ementary school's,.
-, .5-...... . r

. . \,..
.

. .

An educational consideration crerns the small. difftvences in mean
- .

1.4.
--

.scores between the . IS and nonSCIS chiidren on the SLT. tasks.

/.
___.....)

. .) , - /.
.

It was pointed out that science instruction tepresents
-
dnlyfive p 'lent,

.
.

of4lle total:teaching time, thereby'it was qiipressiae" that -the .

authors were able to detect effects'oSCIS on-children's reasoning.
e

.1

,, )
;abilities. .

'k

Another meaLe of the educational Importance of '.the performance
$

W

differences between the two.gtoups is: the duration '0 ,their effect
. .

o

/On children's thinking. This study,ghows-tAt0411.1d:r n, two years%
Y

.%
-after their SCIS study' of the concept, are better a le .to describe

4.
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1 ...----..... , 1

positiontof objectsand perform in ano r area of-logi-csl4hinking I:.

-in the task related to Analyzing EXperillents. No broad geneializa-.

,tions wexe pee iel4Ad to the results of s research study,

4 t. 4.--1- >" . 1.,f i.
Azsypcioli' 'ANALYSIS

3 . )
7)

. *

i
4Th used o ae meth eterm e the deiielopment/ scientific, literacy

fwas no m e spicific than the statement of the -goad or objective. ,.t t
It ;was a egitimatel procedure with4.n the parameters of the study..

, . .,.

-\ -i
The evaluation of the general goallwas descrihedmore specifically +6

t ,

ti

t.

thait might be expected. Cf

Thejample waS\adgcluate-- e control and' experimental grou s were

well defined.'
4.

They percentage of SCIS objectives /which wire r

.the/Scientific Literacy Test was high. Nine tasks compriged the LT.

Acckding to the authors, these n ne tasks whichveredirectly,',

rted as covered in'

r- I

`0.

C) relateditto SCIS concepts measured 98 objectives of. he SCI program.

On the average each of the nine' tasks consisted offour iteths: It

would have .been of inteest to me'to dee a copy Of, the SLT. Accord-,

ing to the description, approximately three objectives were,evaluat4d

in each. item. The- evaluatioewas,,based upon inferences, made by the ...

- , v. .

authoEs, about ehe thinking processes relative topeCific"-cOritepts
. .

_
, --

i
which in'turn were baskd upon the children's written expl.lanatioftS. V;

.. 1 . . . .

Scoring criteria were Ostabdished. by the authots.1
1 44 7 .

, .

._.) .

4 1 . - 4. 4
The administration ,of the test was elf planned and included' provi-

'sions' to ensure as,Muoh consistency ka possible when testing 531.'°'"
. .,

.
children.. A standardized set of diiections Was given to each of the

VA
.

... _

four experimenters. The experimenters presented a "demonstration

experiment" or described an experim t and_gaveaelated data io th'
.\

students and then orally read the student pages to the entire class.

Apparently, thjx, prooedure was, considered neeg'sary for the silxths.
1

*.
grader's.

7

4,
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st.

11-

,. . , -

'

e results were not' surprising. ';he definition of scientific literacy-

used and the design of SLT' ho u id have of- the

Iv

F

development of 'scientific litertacy." ,

.%-:.
,,,..,

'.. . - . 1_,...-:,..

..._

3 le . ,r)*...,
..,

1

The results'related to"gepder 4ontributa'bit of iniormatiori;abut

accorg to,`henature of the SCIS, the Program is designed TO meet/ '44. .

. de'the needsof boys and .girls equally. Therefore",, these findings
c, ..

---'. r. '
antually.bight be considered as negative results.- . -.,

.-
-..... ..

4 A
. . .

,s.-i-

The careful des Orthe instrutaeht and the research prObably is of

-,,greater Mporr than are the result§.--and/or -conclusions.-

41:

A numb,p assumptions were stated- in the piscussion and Impliiigatioris

of the which have, no recorded basid infhe.epo4. Theprieary
* -

cohclusiOP'might be cOn4IdereearCinference dr assumption, namely,--.

,that children exposed to the SCIS program lasg`imilate some fundamenta

concepts of sciencetwhich contribpte to thp development of scientific
y

7

literiacy. It:is nol my) purpose to argue with. he statement; bffi t. a

rather' to raise the qUestion ' t eleMentary7sciende program,4or.
. '

series of scienc act:ivttips does: not tcontrj,,but o the develdpMent

Aof-scientific iteiacy?" 1.

. -

'?Neverthelese,-the\rawdata and the reaUlt's of multivarlaee affalysi

indicated that the children-with ,seis explirietke, PerfOrmecitubetter"

I

on :the SLT than ett'ic;e with7t SCIi expeiiend e., oisn'five , of the nine."7" '
- . ,..

- tasks. NongICIS children performed significantly bkrer on the
,

.,

Histogram task. The instrument and techniques used were capable of
._,...- .

. i
prdducing valid informatiori. The authors should be complimented for

,-,'- . _
,

( , -.. .

'factual reporting of the resuats, especially the itiem.which produced

negative results:towa0d SCIS experience. This item hasig.tteri

uiremente of "fill

41 J
i

Assutptions made, which

V,

s with nUm

were,disturbing toime because I c ouldn't .find
t. 4,

the bases for the statements, were ai''',f0.1oxL:
. '

e

1.' "The primary goal of this stud-Y; te evaruatioh okithe
ieffeas of the SUS program in ter s of children.'s

n
4

el

i.

N.'s/
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. .,

!
_

. .
)

development "Of:,scieUtifiC literacy, is :important for .- ...

establiShiAg citdibilityeoncerning'ths.,relationship', .7,.i74.-- , .

.

hetWeen Curriculum goals and student achievement" -;-.---I-.
!-fItsis-C14interest,..thetthat'two6f th,fouf problemS

) wiiich were significant predictors of scr& ekpprience'

: '. :` XnyOlved goals which werd".equa.4.1y. - portant In the rext;-
....

,- - .,, book prograins'; .,,.- ;I: : .'-
A ....7- v the . .,
2. --netause n ouIS.chil&ren were-mqr ueteSsful in:the' -,

....

4
paper and pen,cilroblem-solvinge ts'caquiring'fogical
and sclentifiC'thinkIng; this.suggeSt the importance -eff'.

-... interactive experiences inleiritIng";
r , . ., 0.

4

3. "Gender differences:in scientific literacy development. :
found in our study may well be explained By the verbal
requirements 'of the test lind'not"concentuail understandinget.

"This-research StggestS that noncognitive sources ape
'responsible for lack of female, participation in scilince
at the high school, college and professional levels";

'"It is interesting to note that curricular experiences
alone are not enough to insure conceptual'understanding.".

Wgilefhe above were. interesting to read, the Strength or value- of

the statements is questionable. In' an e4aluative study I expec ed.

the primary goal to be directly related to.the primary conclu ton.

Credibility was not firmly established, althodghnteresting i for-
,

mation was produce& which night be interpreted to, enhance such

credibility.

'What I. have referred to as assumptions 2,
-0!

3, 4 and 5 are judgmental

statements. ,Assumption 2 may be true, but other variables might pro-

.r similar results. I confess that I must be counted with the non-.r
SCIS students because I cannot identify, logically or scientifically,

the direct relationships between the results reported and assumptions

3 and 4. While I wholeheartedly agree with assumption 5, which

results'promptedfthe statement?

Hy reactions to the bulk of the study were positive. The SLT, asa

new evaluative instrument for the SCIS program, may be a valuable

contribution. The construction, validation, administration, scoring

and reliability establishment, as reported, would indicate this to
--4er

be the case.

9
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i .

. The research design, identification of sample and st4istica1 appli-

cation re excellent. The article was well written except for the

statement and organization. of the Discussion and Implications sec-
.

tion. I other words, the actual report of the research was well

done, tigures and tables were used effectively, and the 28 biblio-

graphic lfstings indicate Careful preparation.

At lea4t one of the implications included evidende from a number of

other researchers and, if conclusive, couldbe stated as an effect
. N4

°of the SCIS in terms of children's development of scientific liter-

acY: IAlefer 0 the duration of ,the effect on the thinking of
.

children: The authors found that data from.two tasks in the SLT

(Analyzing Experiments and Relative Positi9> indicate that curric-

ulum effects in these areas of logical thinking can be detected for

at least two years after-they, are taught. Another task (Energy

Sources) indicated that the curriculdm effect is eiiident.one year

later in the same group of children. This task measured compensat-

ing reasoning in variables problems.

Studies of this,hature make,a contribution to science education

research althoUgh they'are restricted to one program and the results

and/or procedures may not be generalized. The production of the SLT

may serve as a model.for producing such an instrument for other

curricula.

10'
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Mookei.Kenneth D. and Jacob W. Blankenship. ,,"Teaching Basic Science

"Skills.thx-ough Realistic Science Experiences in the Elementary
Schdol:" 'Science Education; 61(3),:337=145, 1977.

Descriptors-,-Attitudes; *EdUcational-Experience; *Educational
Needs; EduCational Research; *Elementary School Science;
*Elementary School Teachers; Instruction;Perception; Science
Education

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared (EspeciallY fdr /wS.E.. by
Donald E. Riechard, Emory University.

!.

Purpose
-

The purposes of this study were to:

1. Identify the areas. in which elementary school teachers need

.and desire help in order to improve their science teaching.

Test the effect of:grade level-On-the perceived 'science

needs of elementary school teachers.

3, Test the effedt of experience on the perceived science needs

of elementary school teachers.

Rationale

A
The study was based on the assumption that elementary school teachers

teach little science in their classrooms because they have specific

Unfulfilled needs which limit their effectiveness as science teachers.

The assumption was derived from the research of Maben (1973), Stronck

(1974), Blackwood (1965), and Dillon (1965).

Research Design and Procedure

A one -shot survey design was employed. The,procedure consisted of

randomly selecting 200. elementary school teachers of grades K -6 from
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the 21 school district of Bar-is County, Texas. The districts

represented large city aistricts and smallagricUltural ones.

A needs assessment instrument wai.4stributedto the 200 teachers.

The instrument was developed by Moore (1977) and ccintained 117

,teacher validated need-statements. A

1r,

Respondents were asked to mark the.importance of each statement on

a continuum _of one through four depending *whether the statement
\ .

represented n area Of (1) no need,-(2). little neq0, (3) moderate-
-

t/7ane d, or 4) nitich need. Respondents also indiCated their, grade level

ght, years of experience, year.of-laat science methodology course,

d year of last science content course.

'"a

One hundred seven teachers (53.5 percent) returned completed assess-

ment instruments. The weighted (1-4) responses on each of,the.117

need-statemAnts were submitted to factor analysis ptilizing principal

components factor extraction and orthogonal rotation. A one-way

analysis of variance technique was used to determine relationships

between perceived needs and experience and between perceived needs '

and grade level taught.

Findings

:The factorfactor analysis resulted in the icentification of 24 factors which,

when combined, accounted for 83.6 percent of the total instrument

variance. The authors reduced the number of factors, however, by

applying a technique suggested by Gorsuch (1974) in which an item's

correlation coefficient is doubled and the new value becomes the

minimum it:irm ctor-loading value to be used in determining factors.

Further, th authors assumed that a minimum of three items with signi-

ficant fattor loading value's wouldibe required to establish a factor.

By applying the above procedute, the 24 original factors were reduced_

to 13 interpretable factors

total instrument variance.
..

which accounted for 63.2 oercent of the

Examinationkof the items from each of the
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13 factors lea to the. ass ',..gnment of factor-n 0 names. which best ,con-,

ektuatized each factor's nigh loading items., All 13 factor-need
. . .

names were given "in ther-aport. The authors presented details 0 n ,..-4 .'at ' '
the four highest. priority factois identified .by the teachers.

C-

The four factors-were named:

'Factor Prov iding realistic science experiences.

(Three items a counAing for 2.9 plxcent of total variance.)

2. Factor II--Developing basic science skills.

items accounting for 12.6xpercent of total vari ce.)

enty-ont

3. Factor III--D eloping an understanding of-the relationship .

c

between science and,sodiety. . (Four items accounting for 3.2 '

).'percent of otal variance.

4. Factor TVTraining in.science.methodology,/ (Three items

accounting for 2.2. percent' of total variance.)

No \statistically significant (E ..0.05) relationships were found bdtween

the.pei.ceived factor needs and the grade levels taught. Likewise, no

signifiCaAt (p_< 0.05) lationshiPswere found to exist between years

of teaching experien e aid the teachers' perceptions of in.t.ensiry of

need for'help in the 13 factor-netd areas.

Interpretations

The authors conclildE-_: that elementary .school teacners "perceive that

they hive more than 1 moderate need fc- help'in ._our need areas."

(The four areas are listed. above- Ar additional conclusion -was that

thescience needs identified were "common to elementary school

teachers in general and to elementary school teachers with differing

years of experience.",

./
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Trio' major implications were statddc They' were;,

r-

/). Elementaryschool.egache6 should be exposed to additional'

realistic, haridson experiences in both pre-, and inservice

programs. r\.

2. Pye- and inservice.coursea which egaphasUe -basic science

Skills shOuld be developed.'

1 ;It

-.AICSTRCTO:leS ANAL YSIS

Witten'Repart. 'This written is quite_adequate in'benveying itsreport

q-mesOage. The purposes of;the study are -tated cIear concisely, and

' early in the paper. The reader is, therefore, cued-eax Y as to the

speCifiC nature Of the investigatioP-j
4

The authorS were frugalln,their presentation-of a rationale forthe

study and
r

in identification. of .related research. While relatedreSearch

and rationale should be presented,; it is too often the case that writers
.

include so'much that the reader losestrack of the specific purpose of
. d

the study. Th_ e partictilar'problem of ove -developing a rationale seems

espec ally common when theses and dissertations are transformed into1
periodical publicationS: Moore and Blankenship mbst wisely stated only/
the essence of their rationale with reference to the origi al sources.

A reader interested in studYing the underlying bases for-tha udy can .

,--
readily go to those sources for- himS01/hersel

. - t

One aspect of the written report is not entirely adequate. . The tIsle

gives little indication as to the na tura of-the study. Most indices

of periodical literature (Education Index, CIJE etc.) use titles in

their listings. Thus, for retrieval Purposes, the title of a report

is of very..great importance.

Design. and Methodolvy. The design arid methodeogy are appropriate for

'the'purposes ofthe study. Survey dataohowever, should always be

ewed with a cautious eye. Kerlins er_(1964, 40-40) identifies
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sI'everal disagyantages-of survey resea ch. The use of randomization
.

.

to selett the 200 tea chers surveyed t this study is commendable.
°.A .

The school system of Harris County, Texas, is evidently'quite large
_ . , ,y .

( total population (NYfrom'yhich the sample oft200 teachersAms drawn.

t21 school
Y
Aistricte). The authors falled, however, to. state the ..

\
s

,.

k. . .,

-
..

.

.

,

,

..

-1

i
. , ' I

The rfturn of 53.5 percent oeiti& surveys,is good forAsgrvey research.'
C ..

'

..
, , , ,. ,

Based on' the info ation collectel% the authors.asjume tht"thesample

.or teturns were reOreseniO4i; of eleMentaiy SchoOl/science teachers b'teachers
gr

J grade level and experience.". There is.nodication,however, of the
7 ; .... .

reprysentativeness of the ssmpie_actordingrtoize f school district!,
-,* -,

rural or urban settini? or various other charaeferistics. .Is bere',a.

of teacher who would be, more inclined tojresponSto
V

some other-ype? Did teacheri from one kind of dis- N

tract-- =1 or urban) respond' ill gteater'numbers than teachers from

particular type

!1,-the surrey than

f.

another ind of district?

VaZtidit Reliabilit . To be valid and reliable, survey research

must adher to a rather rigorous methodology. One of the basic prob-

s rveyini'tadividuals' attitudes or perceptions-ofneeds is

determ ning if responses 4e reliable over time. Techniques are avail-

able for cheCking reliabilit (surveysurVey data -(Kerlinger, 1964, pp. 401-

403) but those procedures were not applied here. The authors did

report on the snrvey.insttuthent's validity- ,ind reliability as deter-

mined inian earlier study. However, it is important to note t the

author of tag earlier study-cautioned that only "construct validity"

had 'Igen confirmed (Moore, 1977)., The degree to which the perceived

needs of science teachers represented actual n (i.e., predictive
P

validity) was not established. In general, this study does not_suggest

any unique concerns over those normally associated w h survey .

research:

It should be emphasized that the study is descriptive in nature; No

treatment other than the survey itself is applied'and no variables

16.
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J ar, :ontr011ed. Nocause-and-effect relationshAps are established
: .

,,I. .

an: -he stu* sugges;ts none. However, the authors are r- as/ 0
au'hors

,

ca.....ous as theymight.hbve been.when they generalize the"'
sk

catIons to "elementary sdhool tem'Cti." They should gelp z-e-.,

only to the population from wfirch their sample was takeniLLAMA8m
-1

,-
-44,b,.

.suggested above, there is some question as to'whetherto
.. ,

returns
*

are reN., lmsentative of the 200 ;eachers sampled! k
,ti

\... 4 al

.C.cI -2,

-airren t cznd. Futurf( R tesearch.! this tudy does ndt seem to create any
- 0-

/mewvor unique knowledge. it doe hoWever, appear to agree with other
1 , .

re sea;ch:apeirKormalsobservationstn,e1 entary,Science teacher needs. -,

-r
?-!

f
.

.N
., "'.../

In a sense, it confirms *hat science eduCato% have thought for years

relative.to,the types'of programs most. appropriate for .pre- and
---\

inservite feChers.

P

alo, cogent question is what can be done about- meeting the

.:.=chers' perceived needL ' herein lies somewhat of = paradox.

ten years or so after Sputnik witnessed a great push to help teac

'meet manyof the needs determined in this .St Millions of dol ars

and millions of person7hours were spent; Yet, in many schools today),

teachers are moving away from "realistic science experiences" to

more demonstration and deskwork science (Gardner, 1977). INeachers

view "providing realistiC science experiences" as the first-prior-Lty

need-factor, wi-,. th, trend toward demonstrations and deskwork? Why'

were the "new" science trOgrams after Sputnik not huge successes?

How'cap teaCher3 be helped to provide more realistic science exper-

ienCes In their classro7as? Lo king:at it from another perspective,
# _

why haven-tsteazhers present more realistic science experiences?
. .

Is that need really a fIrst-pr rity factor or is it only first

priority wen lots cf other high r priority factors (discipli. ,

,.-..

reeding, writir-7,. mathematics, spelling, etc.) have been removed

from consideration? Obviously, many questions about.scienceteacher

-seeds and how to meet them remain unanswered.

, 17
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-' Purpose

- ,
40

The o f t th4s Study Wa.s to dTermibestuctent percept)o4s of

the ISCS curriulum-thateriaLs and course wheretschoollintercha4ed-
ISCS Levels.I and IL withi_ the junior high grades.

.--

ISCS pr ram was set up .as a sedue7tia1 program rhich the con-

tent shift from physics to chemistry, the process themes move:.from

measurement of operational definitions to model building, and more

_Self-manfement skills ttre needed as students progress from Level I

to Level II. Many schools, however, do not teach the ISCS4coUrse in .

the suggested sequence.. This

positive attitudes toward the

could 7-esultiA,A students having less

course =han when it is ta_ght in the

proper sequence. If student: using _De materials it manner

are found to have less posit:_-,--e attituzes toward the :CSC program,

students' motivation to master the content may decrease.

,

Research Design and Procedures

A survey of -1967 junior high school st;Idents'in 75 sections of ISCS

. science taught by 19 rherS was administered in the spring Of 1974...

The instruMent..used the survey was a "Class Assessment" formpub-
.

lished in the teacher's preparation module entitled, Your Student's

Role. The instrument Contained 20 items to which students responded
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,.---.- '''a....., 2 - . ,-., 4.---4

on,a:Ltkert-type scale. Data tae e anallyzed,40ing X ,for'comParing;
-,0

.

-----answers-to individual accor ing,to the,- grade which each. r,..4 ,
. r

,.. .

. ;
, ..,

,-,, level of ISCS was, studied. ' -4

74,

.,-

.

-,,-
p ,,

..--------1)

A

i

Pindings--

p

Yhe-atthormouncreignifitant differences

student rOpOnsesTs-foillowsi

.

-

t.

P.a

in thLdis9ibutinn'nfr

a

ISCS'
4

.s. :
Levef,'

,

Grade Le el

(
No.

,

f Items-Signgicantly,DiAerent
Teacher. '-. Cour-se <joeal

4 e-. ' .

II 8 & 9 , 1 if .

I & II
/
8 '-' 3 5

.

e
Major findings for the seventh and eigh grade-compariO using'n Lemel

I.were that the seventh graders had higher views of the teachers than

did the eighth graders,- and that the sevoenth gradersfnund.the'Ase:

more enjoyable and chalTe4ing: In the comparison of Level II by

Oghth'hnd ninth grader's, the investigators found-that .eighth grader3

felt more freedom than did ninth graders but that teachers Wit:. -them

more. -Comparison of eighth graders tieing Level I versus L rel ;

II in icated-that students found the Level II material-more'cha eng-
.

fig and enjoyable than the Level.-11 materialsbut they alb() h less

favorable-attitudes toward teacher behavior.

In,addition, examination of students'. responses on all items sowed
/

that ISCS students had \a-favorable. titude toward the curriculum

and toward the science teachers regard s of the level of the curric-

ulum used. From this it might be concluded that it!makes.no difference
,

.

. what level ISCS is studied at the various grade eVels.1 However,
,

because there-were.differences between
.

eighth. giade studentsqising

Levels I and Ikon how well the material challenged them and'on how

well they enjoyed the course, the authors recommended that seventh

1'

C
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grader students use- the Level, i*Imaterilals., and

time tle Level II materials.

\ /r

ABSTRACTOR'S
.

ANALYSIS

S.

eighth grkde students

Ce

MD.

1

:,
.- '.-.4

.,This study. attempts to answer;a practidal Avsqon-that school systems.

utilizSAg.he ISCS curViculummaterials%m47,need to have answpred;
.

al 4. -

''...
-%

i' e , '
,

Does the order%in whichithe ISCS curriculum maerialsorre use-51 have a ,

4- detrimenta`---.l:efect on student's attitudes toward ISCS? --Tq answer the--'
P . 4

quipstion the authoi have gathered, data from aslarge-sample of stu-'
A

ets. Unfortunaely, 'however,) there is no indication in them- report

n,hda the sample, of students was obtained. Were...the students randomly
A 1

selected from all school systems using ISCS!in the manner described'ini-

t e article or were students selected from one state or from one local

schodl district ?, .Are students in urban, suburban,and rural environ-

ments represented? including this type of informatio9 in the research

-repoft would'enable the reader 'to generalize to other situations,

that is, it would enhance the external validity of Studyy

f
In addition to the above, this-study and/or report:could have ben

k
strengthened in two other ways. First,, more information about the

instrument used in the survey should be included in the report. Are.

there any reliability coefficients established for the instrument?

Attitudes of students may fluct 'uate considerably according to their

.latest:experiences in the classroom. Has this been,considered?
,i )

This Would :appear to be.even-more important when individual items
9

in an assessment instrument are used as the basis of comparison-
between groups,'as they were in this study. Second, the distribution

of studentfadcording,to tacher might have been considered in the

analysis. No information Cisgiven on the sample size of each group

nor bow these students were cluStered under teachers. If.sample '

size was not equal and all. teachers did not teach the three levels-

of ISCS, an uneven distribution of students with less popular or

more demanding teachers classesnmay have skewedrthe results.

21



\
f the\nterpretation of the results of any study
e

,An area o concern At
. , ..

is ,in the statistical yers,us thc edilwitionaa signifiahce of -differ-
: es

&ers;in the.meanseior particular- items., Because. as,14rge number. &f
(.

c...,

,...

4 -i, ,

, , . .
students were surveyed in this study, small diffience'4. in means, \

N.c
n

.4 ..'.produce statistical significance. Examination,of the means 'able-e.A
,-II

thoWs,that differences of :f2 on the15-point scale produoe statis-
. .

.

..,.X ,

-
-2:.. tical significance. Whether differences ttiiii'magnitude,*"411

attitude scale.a ducata ionally Significant is'opdt to .447'stion.
f-N. .-N4u,

S.0 ' 4

$ - ' ...

Care must'41so be taken in interp eting differences in scores between
.3." "V ' . . .

.. . Z
.e. .etpdents of eifferent gk'ade els. Might it be possible that stu---

f
-

*

.

. , nentsl,attitude,s toward almost anything4thAnge2as'Ahe Students mature ?'.,
:

The differences found between sevent, nd. eighth 'graders and/Or eighth

and ninth graders mays be due to stu entsimaturity level.- WithoUt a
''

control group.stuaYing another curriculum thirs is impossible -;to deter-

mine Comparison with a control group would also lend more credence

to the finding that ISC students generally rate the course,positively.

Would they'rate anot e science course the same way?
: .

-40

This study. is best classified as .an ISCS curriculum evaluation study

in which the interchangeability of materials for different grade

levels is evaluated. Although th' geograpkic region from which the

sample, is drawn is not reported, i doeS answer the question for the.

region from. which the sample is nr wn. Because of thise the study,

with'Its large sample size and prope data analysis.has value. Eval-

uations of this nature are useful in he ping schoal district' Make V

inf6-iled decisions about the curriCulum.

O

e
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Dougliss, C. IL, and J. B. Kahle. "The Effect of Differentially
Sequenced Individualized Instructional Materials' on Student :

Achievement in-Bology.." Journal of Research in Science Teachipg,
..4(4):335-340, 1977.

testriptors--*Biology; *Cognitive Development; *Deductive. Methods;
Educational Research; *Individdalized Instruction; *Inductive
Methods; *Retention Studies; Scienoe Education; Secondary.
Education; Secondary School ScienC'e

Expanded Abstract and Analysi9 rPTepared.Especia4.li7for
Martin Hetherington; Michigan State University./

Purpose .

-'.The purpose.of this study was to assess the effect of differentially

sequenced 'instructional materials on the achievement of ninth-grade

biology students using topics in probability, and genetics. It was;

hypothesized that achievement would increase when students used

materials sequenced to° match their particular cognitive style:
vo.

- Rationale

`Formal thOught as described by Piaget is necessary for successful

inference or inquiry is described in work'done by Cox and Fletcher

(1972). Other studie'S (Lawson et al., 1974; Piaget, 1972) have shown

that ninth -grade students are not capable Of formal or abStract

thought and, in many cases, have not reached the transitional stage

from concrete. to formal thinking. 'For this reason some researchers

believe that early adolescent students may find. inqu?iry-oriented.

instructional materials more diffitult than traditional Materials.

utilfzin&rote learning (Egan and green, 1970).

/Analysis of the cognitive style W.d-dependence-indepedence has
t -

demonstrated that people differ in the extentto which-their percep-

tion of a co4lex 'stimulus is analytical. A perceptual style-which

is analytical and differentiated is considered to:be field-independent,

While an individual who is influenced stfongly by 'the global aspects

23
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of,his world and,passively conforms to the influence of the grev ailing

field is considered.to, be field-dependent

Topics may be taught by either an inductive or deductive-gequence of

instruction (Pugliese, 1973). These modes of instruction differ in.

the order and organization of the facts and generalizations needed'to

elucidate.a topic. An indUctive mode uses the approach proceeding

from particular facts ot'cases to general conclusions, while a

deductive mode begins with a general qverview and moves to the

specific cases as examples. IndUction is referred to as an inquiry

or discovery, inatructional.mode and deduction is the traditional,

didactic or'expoSitory.style.

a

t
Research Design and Procedure

In this research, the,instructional materials were used for topics

in genetics and*Probability 'were of both deductive and inductive types.

It was\ypothesiZed that the field-dependent student would reach a
(

higher level of:achievement with adductive seqUence of instruction

and the field-independent student would experience.greater success

with an inductive sequence.of materials.

Ninety first-semester, ninth-grade biology studentS enrolled in a

rural, consolidated high school in ,Indiana were the subjects in this

study.

Two levels of cognitive style, field-dependent and fteld-independent,

and two levels of instructional sequence, inductive, and deductive,

were factorially combined to form a 2 x'2 pretest-posttest contfol

group design. Due to the high correlations between intelligence and

cognitive style reported in tee literature (Witkin et.al., 1962),

student scores on 'the C lifornia Test of Mental Maturity (given in

1972) were used as a s tistical covariant.

.----,

One Week priOr to the study all subjectOtookthe Thurstone Gotts-

chaldt Closure Flexibility Test. In this 10-minute, large, group,

24



paper- and - pencil test the student was required to locate a simple

figure embedded in a complex one. A high score on the Closure Flex-

ibility Test indicates,fieldrdependence., Subjects were then ranked

and categorized as field-independent if they were in the top quartile

and field-dependent if they were in the bottoMquartile. The' middle

50 percent of the students constituted the control group.' The

extremes of. the personality dimension were used to maximize the

difference between the groups. The students desi,ated as field

independent and field-dependent were combined and randomly assigned

to either an inductive or a deductive sequence of,material

Two. treatment groups were formed, composed equally of field-

independent and field - dependent subjects. One group received

instructional materials which followed an inductive pattern, while

the second group received deductive materials. A control group

received alternative,topics in genetics.

Tht treatment and control groups were equivalent on the basis of pre-

test scores (F = 0.90, df = 2/64, p = 0.40) , number of pretest objectives

mastered (F = 2.15, df = 2/64, p= 0.12), and cognitive style (F = 1.03,

df=.2/64, p= 0.34).

The subject-matter content for the two treatment materials were topics

in Mendelian genetics and probability. These topics were chosen

because of their highly structured and mathemattcal nature. The

pur/Sose of the control materials was to control for the learning

of content materialby some means other than the treatment, such as

television or instruction in another class. The control materials

were identical to the treatment materials except in content. The

content of these materials had topics dealing with mitosis, meiogis,

and chromosomal'abnorno _ales. All units were taught by a self-
,

.paced mastery system in wilich mastery was defined as 80 percent

correct on all formative tests and required approximately the same

study time. Two equivalent' forms of a formative test were avail-
,

able:at the end of each unit. If a student did not obtain 80 percent

mastery on the first test, he reviewed the instructional materials

2523
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and was retested. The-objectives for thetreatment units were eval-

uated by two equivalent forms of a 30-item, 30-minute stoma ive test.

One form was:used as a pretest and the other as a postteSt. The

control group took the same pretest and posttest as a measure of

internal validity, identifying biases caused by attrition, and any

experiences_ leading to the learning of genetics and probability other

than the.treatment.

Findings

A one-way ANOVA was, performed on the dependent variable, posttest

score to test'the effectiveness of the materials. The two treatment

groups did significantly better than the control group (F=39.77,

df = 2/64, p= 40.001): The-inductive students gained 12.85 posttest

points, the deductive students'gained 13.27 posttest points, and the

control group gained 0.37 posttest points.

The two treatment.groups werercombined and then quartered on the

bisis,of cognitive style and instructional sequence for subsequent

analyses. The mastery of unit objectives was evaluated twice. The

students first demiNtrated mastery on thesfd6ative tests and.then

on the summative test. As a measure of retention, a ratio of the v,

total 'number of objectives mastered on the- summative test 'to, the

total number mastered on the formative tests was calculated. This

ratio is reported as percentage retentions. The average. numberof

attempts required to complete.the formative tests at 80 percent

master4 was calculated.

The correlation between the degree of field-independent and general

intelligence was calculated and a significant Pearson Product Moment

correlation of r=0.49 (n =, 74, p 4C0.001) was found. A two-way

ANOVA was Made on the criterion measure, posttest score, in which

the independent variables were cognitive style and instructional

sequences. None of the F values were significant since IQ correlated

highly with cognitive style. It was believed' to be a confounding
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factor in the analysis of variance. Therefore, a two-way ANCOVA was

made on the data using IQ as the covariate. The maieffect of cog-

nitive style was the only factor found to be significant in the

ANCOVA (F=34.38, 4=01/36, p = 4 0.01) . Instructional sequence did

not reach the lever of significance (F=0.23, df =1/36, p.= 110.05)

nor did the hypothesized interaction of instructional sequence .and

cognitive style (F = 0.01, df = J/36, p = ?00.05).

The results of this study were the following:

1. Field- independent students are generally better students.

2. Field-independent students had a higher level of retention
than field-dependent:students.

3. Studentswbo used deductive materials had a,higher level
of retention than students lago used inductive materiali.

4. More aftemptsat the formative tests were required for
the field-dependent students than for field-independent
students.

a.

5. Sudent6 who completed the inductiVe material required
more attempts at eho formativktests'to reach mastery
than the student's who completed ..the deductive materials.

The sequence of the: instructional materials and the cogni-
tive Spyle Okthe studentS prodUdecl,no-significant inter-

_ r
Tlt eff c ge0r7412.irytePAge,nce.04$kiii-Iliengn,4effect

3414-the:1 14verile'ejolithe-Stgaenti.

e F 461'Ih ienera°-.:.-144160.141Sf'stl:ncireappropriate for
;/.;:';#.t6 . 41,41,"; j 4

4

88TRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study attempts to show the effect of'differenpially seekenced

instructional material on achievemsnt.of ninth-grad'S:blolo6, students.

It was unable to show any significant interaction between the sequence

of instructional materials'and'cognitive style. It djd show that'
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students who.
4
are field-independent haire highVevels of retention

and are better students- The study also showed than students who

used the deductive materials had a higher level of retention than

students who used inductive materials. General intelligencexWa&

the main factor in the ability for students to coMprehend'and achieve

bn-tesh-in this subject area. This does not indicate that further

study will not show, with a larger sample size, that students can
is

achieve better with materials 'sequenced to match their particular

cognitive style.

Further study should be conducted in this ea. We should also try

to teach more using deductive' materials.
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Descriptors--Educational Rese.irch;'*Inquiry Training;
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Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
John R. Stayer, De Paul University:

Purpose
b. 0

y-4

The pu4ose of the investigator in this study was to compare-the

effecti'veness of a secondary level scientific inquiry training program

based on the Suchman model with two other scientific inquiry instruc-
.

tional programs. Fio ndings and conclusions could help to characterize

the nature of scientific inquiry instruction in the secondary school.

Rationale

3

V

Ifivestigative skills often'have been argued to be an integral aspect

of the science curriculum, and inquiry models, both instructional and

6eoretical, have been developed.- However, a gen rat ineffectiveness
.., -

of such models in classroom instruction has been r entified. Several
0

possible sPecilia.causes ogeneral ineffectiveness are listed by

the'investigator, plus he differing recommendations 'of science

IgratOrs and learning psychologists concerning .the development of ,

inquiry skillsAn high.school.students. The investigator's rationale

is that the general ineffectiveness is due .to specific characteris-

tics whilkh are modifiable by treatment. This study is an Investiga-
. .

tion of one suggested cause, inquiry instructional strategies.

Research Design and Procedute

Sixty-seven physics students in a San. Jose, California, high school

participated in the study, seniors and males comprising 59 and 50of

29.
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the subjects, respectively. All subjeqs were enrolled in one of three

Rboics Classes in the school. It was not stated in,the article how

the sample was selected (random, etc.), Intact groups were used; thus,

individuals.were not randomly chosen.
/1)

The subjects in,each intact class were administered one of three
1

instructional treatments-over a nine-week period. Group 1 (rP; n= 24)

received Project Physics units 5 and 6 via readings, lectures, guided

'laboratories.
!vt.

and paper-and-pencil tests. Group 2 (VI; n=1.7) did the

Project Physics activities with abbreviated 41 ,), time and received

scientificIinquiry instruction consistent with Aupubel's meaningful

verbal learning model. Group 3 (SI; n=26). completed.a scientific

inquiry training program developed by Peterson (1975) which" included

discrepant events and related student observations, question's, and

experimentation, open student experiments, discussions of findings,

and inquiry model representations by the instructor. One teacher .

provided treatment for each group. He had completed an 'NSF-sponsored

six-week Project' Physics summer workshop just prior to the-study,

which was conducted at the binning of the school year.

,

Three equivalence measures (a physics enrollment motivation question-
/. a

naire, a subject matter test, and a scientific inquiry,test) were

employed to evaluate initial differences among the intact classes.

One-half of the, subjects within each group were administered a' second

scientific inquiry Ingt ment priot.to.instruction whereas all sub-

jects completed the Tx; test. ;The deSign, shown the diagram below ;k.

was a variation of the SolomorCfour-group true exyerimental design
.

(Campbell and Stanley, 1963)'.

*page 31
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TABLE 1

Experimental Design*

41,

PE 0' Xpp

E X
PP

,

E 04
)CVIV

E

E 01*

E x,21'
SI 9

02
Where E=equivalenCe measures.

0
3

0= sciritaitC inquiry
instrument

05 Zpp = Pro ect Ph ics

0
6

0
8 X

SI
= Scientific Inquiry

xve Verbal Instruction

*A typographical error in the experimental design diagram in
the published article has been. corrected in this diagram.

The independent variable was the instructional methods, which contained

the three levels discussed above. Although the investigator did not

specifically note, Group 1, Project Phystbs, was conceptualized, .as the

control group. The dependent.variables were the 15 items of the

scientific inquiry test. These items assessed different operations

of'scientific inquirkand were evaluated according to criteria defined

in the 'article for sophisticated performance. Internal consisten

reliabllity (Cronbach's alpha) for the test was found to be .62. The

item numbers and inquiryraspects.are listed below.

1. Number of Variables

2. Variable Points of View

3. Uncued Variables

4. Divergent VariabOlk

5. Number of Questions

6. Question Points of View

7. Uncued Questions

8. Divergent Questions

9. Question Criteria '

10. Experimental Design Components
a -;

11. Number of Generalizations

12. Form of Generalization. '.

13. Additions of Investigation

31
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I
r-

.1
14. Process Identified

ti

' 15. Relations Among Process
411

Analysis of data was conducted using four procedures. First, post-

tst,descriptive statistics.(mean scores and standard deviations)

were calculated by group, sex, pretest experience, sex-treatment

A.nteraction,'and pretest-treatment interaction. Second, the

significance of thesezt,variables was evaluated n.a multivariate

analysis of variance. Third, posttest item -by -stem pairwise con-
;

trasts were done :or all levels of treatment. Fourth, the Portion

of total'variance accounted for.by the experimental variables was

calCulated. Only the final two analyses are presented in table

form'in the article.

re.

tiklings

A summary of the,investigator's findings is given bilow:

1. No initial group differences were revealed by the equiv-

alency measures. (The use of statistical proceclures fOt

this finding is not mentioned.) F-

2. 'Itreitluent-was fouhn to be significant (P<:.05)in the

multivariate ANOVA procedure.' Sex, pretest experience,

and the interactions previoUsly mentioned were not signi-

fiCaht\(p tha

0

3.: Twenty-three of the 45 possible pairwise treatment con-

trasts were significant (p 4(.05). Eleven aspects (items

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15) of scientific inquiry

behavior were increased significantly by'the investigator's

Suchman model inquiry treatment compared to the control

group. The verbal learning treatment resulted in six

sighificant increases (items 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9) over the

control group. No significant differences were found with

respect to four parameters (items 7, 11, 12, 13) of sc en-

tific inquiry behavior.
32



4. .Variance in!eachitem of the-15-item scientific inquiry

.test accounted for by .treatment ranged from 0.02 to

with S of .37.

%Interpretations

Conclusions drawn by the investigator-concerning the,nature o
a .

scientific inquiry are summarized and.listed below:

,
1. Training, focuSed on specific aspects f scientific inquity,

a/bwas suggested to be more.valuable th n a general curriculum.

The value of concrete' experience for certain characteristics

of scientific inquiry instruction was illustrated for these

subjects,,Including the older and science-successful stu-
,

dents.i This is contiadictory to predictions froM Ausvbel's

"meaningful ver al earning" theory.

3. ;Based on the ;,,esu ts, a moderofacientific inquiry per

formance was sugg sted In which the various processes do
.

tot-teSpona-identically to the'isame frainitik,.,test:perfoi2

mane,`' or instruction.

P 4. No'sex differences were revealed in the treatments.

5. The training programs were effective with respect to

improvement of several ,different inquiry skills.

ABSTRACTOR'S' ANALYSIS

The theoretical and logical rationales for this study are well con-
.

ceived. Too often, investigations concerning inquiry instruction

have been loosely structured' general comparisons of inquiry versus

the traditional method, and with neither operationally well defined.

33
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Researdhers -must gather datii;ii-aperational va ables and make ,

inferences. concerning general models.based upon experimental find-
,.

ere

Nr. Peterson suggested several possible specific variables that

may influence the general effectiveness of inquiry in§truction; he
`-`

then designed an experiment to investigateone specific variable

and no doubt intends to construct investigations about other aspects

of inquiry. Based on the findings of such experiments, inferendes

can be drawn about ;the nature of scientific inquiry and its general

effectiveness in classroom instruction.

7
The.experimentai design and procedure were gepgrally well conceived,

although some areas may need modification. First, the. eteatments

were operationallNpecific, founded' in inquiry models, and well

destribed. Second, the nine-weekiperiod was long enoughto permit

.an effect ,due to treatment. Third, instructor effects were con-

trolled. Fourth;,the experimental design permitted evaluations of

pretest and interaction effects, thereby allowing-stronger causal

inferences concerning treatment.

.'
. .

,Howevdi, certain procedures need more descriptOn or modification

Three equivalence measures including a scientific"inquiry test

were employed to assess initial differences among the classes.

Then, a scientific inquiry pretest was administered to one-half

of eack group. That two different inquiry tests were used was some-
.

thing n stated. If the scientific inquiry pretest. (01,04, 07

in Table 1) is reactive; then one should question the use of another

inquiry' instrument to determi e 'initial differences because it, too,

,may have a possible learnin effect. Furthermore, the internal con-

sistency reliability estimated with Cronbech'ss alpha (,62) is

insufficient for individual differences,measuremOnts (Davis, 1964).

Where test reliability falls bduor .75, errors it measurement

become large enough to substantially influence the data, findings,

and co1..agre*vof an experiment. However, 'in U. Peter3on's

defense, it'muft be stated that the instrument eOnployed is probably

34
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,

*:

as.reliable and valid as any available. Further research is needed

in instrument development in scientific Inquiry.
.4

Four data analysis procedures were done; howeVer, only vesul,ts of.

the last two were included in table.form fn the article. Presenta-

tions

-

of the means and standard deviations would have been particu-

"larly,helpful in analysis of the relative effettiveness of each

group (VI.,SI,PP). The investigator described which paiWise ton-

tratts 'were significant and.in anfavor of the VI,d SI groups over

the control (PP), group but said-nothing'concerning relative erfor-

mance of the VI and SI krou0s. ((et performance on six of fhe 15

items was significantly different for the VI and SI groups acCording'

to the pairwrise contrasts, Had the means aUct'starldard deviations

been presented," such inforatiOn could have been determined...by th4

reader,,:However, omission of 'such pertinent information from pub-

lished research-reports Is- perhaps Clue to Journal reviewers than

toaUthorsi ,Herron (1977) addressed this issue in a review published

recently in-this journal:

Ir

The'findinga of this study support the value of concrete exper-

iences.in certain aspects of science i nquiry.instruction.. Piaget'S

'ideas concerning cbgnitivellevelopment and Its implications fdr

teaching science are consistent with t he high value placed on con7
1 .

4 -

crete experiences (o.rmanT, 1972;:Sund, 1976). However, predictions

from the verbal learning modeloflAusUhel are not.contradictoryto

these findings as stated by the investigatoi. .Verbal learning, at

least above the level of memory learning, r equires the learner to

assimilate abstract concepts directly and'accommodate them lint°

present cognitive structure. Such a capability is consistent with

thinking at Piaget's formal operationallevel. Formal thinkers

occasionally employ. concrete reasoning patterns in new situations,

but the converse is not observed.. Formal thought gradually

develops from concrete thought. The-investigator pointed out that

science education researchers have reported substantial. numbers of

high school students not yet using formal reasoning patterns. Such

findings are suppoited bY=Chiappetta's (1976) review of the area.

35
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I
If substantial dumbe s of 14±.. Peterson's ;Maple were 'not yet using

forMal reasoning pa %erns, then the findings Concerning the treat

ment grdups-are.pred able from both Piagetian and AuSubelian-
,

psycholod-LTS becontradictory-with Ausubll'sApodel; the.formal
6

reasoning ability ofYthesubjects Must be assumed.-

More research-mustr`be conducted concerning the specific .aspects of

.inquiry outlined Mr. Peterson. When the findings,of.such work

are rlreale Ohclusions about the general effectiveness of inquiry
1

instrUYion 11 become more meaningful.
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Suter, Patricia H. "Using Audio- Visual Study Lessons to Teach the
Underprepare&Student.'! Schaol Science and Mathematics, 77(3):
247-250, 1977.

Descriptors--*Academic Achievement; Audiovisual Aids; tCham-
istry;*College Science; *Higher Education; *Instruction;
*Instructional Aids,; Science Education

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E..by
jlizabeth Kean, The .University of 'Wisconsin.

Purpose

The article repoTts the preparation of supplemental audio-visual

study lessons to assist underprepared students enrolled in an intro-.

dUctory chemistry course at Del Mar College. The overall objective

was to give thepoorly-prepafed:students additional help in their'
r

attempts *o . master the subject matter, Once th ssons were pre-

pared, the author evaluated their use and impact on student perfor-

mance(grades) and attritionfin the course:

Rationale

The assumptions underlying this vork'incldded the following:

--Students with deficient backgrounds would need assistance

in performing well in,the introductory courA, and these

materials could provide the necessary assistance.

-- Students. would be knowledgeable about how to use the
7

materials well, controlling, the extent and time of use,

repeating more difficult portions, etc.

- -Any changes noted in grades, attrition, etc., could be

relatdd to use of the study lessons.

37
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Research Design and Procedure

I

The study lessons, were designdti with the following characteristics:

--They consisted of self-contained segMents of subject

matter diScussed on tape,''accompanied by illustrative

slides.

--Each unit 'contained.a list of objectives and self-tests.

--All units were available in central locations to be used

independently at'the learner's discretion.

FAll were designed to supplement a lecture presentation,

not to be used for self-contained instruction.

--All were personalized by taping Conversations.about the

slides, rather than by taping tte reading of a prepared

script.

' Titles of lessons were 4ncluded along with an estimated cost for
.

preparation.

This report summarizes the use of these study lessons during five

semesters by an unspecified number of students. Reported are the

percentage of students who used one or more of the lessons (but

not the mean number or standard.deviations for student ,use); the

percentage of students who ranked the study lessons first, second,

or third among eight other, available study aids.; Grade achievement

and dropping-out rates are implicitly linked to use of the study

lessons. Student reactions to the units were reported.

Findings
/- 4

Major findings reported are.summarlzed below:

-°88 percent of studentS reporting ranked the study tapes as

\
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th r first; second br third choice (out of nine) for

effectiveness it learning assistance.

--97 percentof students have used:at least one unit

*(Students seemed to prefer the sArter units).

--During the semesters of use, the overall percentage of

A's and B's in the course did not change.

--During semesters of use, the attrition rate in the course'

decreased from 35-55 percent to 20-3 percent.

- -Better students* estimated a 30 percent decrease in other

study time by use of the study lessons:

- -The Students for whom the lessons were prepared (low English

proficiency, low entrance exam scores) did not use the study

lessons as frequently as did the better students.

Interpretations

. The fact that the target Populatioh)did not use the materials as

often as the better students was assumed to be due to differences

in motivation and the time required for underprepared students to

remove educational deficiencies.

The author 'also projects the studylesson use for high school

chemistry courses as_ well as the introductory college level,' since.

the lessons are` signed for the introductory level.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

hil'actiele is an-account of an innovative project designed to

meet a specific educational need: the development of materials

*"Better students" was not defined.
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to assist underprepared students in learning required material. As

such it could be described as action research, taking place within an

existing school setting, and without the luxury of.the researcher's

being able to control many of thd'variables that impact on the work.

In such cases, any changes in educational outcomes could only

tenuously be attributed uniquely to the program that is reported,.

since the introduction'of one new element in the school setting

usually results in perturbations in other areas as well.

Accounts of innovative programs or projects fall well within the

realm of descriptive research. Rather than focusing on changes

in educational outcomes (primarily grades), it is logical that such

reports focus on the description of how the educational processes

have changed or could.be changed by introduction of the new tech-

niques, materials, etc.

The work reported here was primarily that of the preparation of some

new materials. Students gere made aware of their existence,, and then

the author'stood back and watched what happened, recording which

students used them, how and whether any gross changes in

outcomes seemed to occur.

In describing the effect of usage of new materials, one would hope

to get'close to answering the value -laden question: "Were these

things worth the time, money, and trouble used to prepare them?"

To answer this fundamental question, specific descriptive aspects

of their-use need to be addressed. In this report, only.gross

descriptions were provided; unasked specific questions were not

addressed. What were the background and learning characteristics

of the target population and how did they differ from the general

student population? What were the specific characteristics of the

learning processes before and after introduction of the new mater-

ials? How did differing students OT groups of students go about

learning the required course material? Did the use of the materials

change during the semester? During the second semester course?

What.characterlstics the' materials did students find most helpful
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or unhelpful? Haw successful were the target students who used the

materials in contrast to those who did not use them? Stich descrIp-

tive detail could help answer the fundamental questions of the

utility of such items.

The abovedesign is relatively passive: the researcher introduces

a perturbation and then watches to see what happens. Yet, it need

not remain 'so. Once the researcher is aware of some vital pare-
,

meters of the learning situationi, more active research is ,possible.

If the target population is not using the materials,'why not? (How

could this information be obtained?) What are some possible ways of

increasing use? What happens if.you try these? Do students then

drop out less (or more)? 'Receive higher (lower) grades? Again, the

researcher is cautioned not to confuse causality with description..

Increased use of materials may correlate with higher grades, but

the increases may bedue to increased time on the material rather

than the inherent worth of the material. Still, the de'Sired effect

has been Obtainer: Careful design of Subsequent investigations may

imply the usefulness of new techniques/materials in leading to

desirable educational outcomes and proces les.

Accounts of the preparation of new materials should include explicit

descriptions of the design characteristics of the materials. For

example, what makes the study,lessons prepared in this study unique?

How does the formal language of,written instructioP,differ from the

conversational language employed here? Was the vocabulary controlled

on the tapes? Did bilingual speakers whose first language was

Spanish experience difficulties with the oral portions of the study

lessons?' Were bilingual speakers used to make_the tapes? These and

other aspects of instructional design would be of more utility to the

reader than the listing of titles. The la titer may be'useful for

making the reader aware of units that are available (if other schools

are to have access to the materials). However, for readers who may

be contemplating creation of their own sets of materials, more

attention to design details would seem necessary.
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Hofstein, A.; R. Ben-Zvi; D. Samuel; and R. F. Kempa. "Some Correlates
of the Choice of Educational Systems in Israeli High SchOols."
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 14(3):241-247, 1977.

Descriptors--*Educational Research; *Physical Sciences;
Science Education; Science ProRrams; Secondary,Education;
*Secondary School Science; *StUasent Motivation; *Student
Science Interests

Expanded Abstract and AnalysiS.Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by
Vincent. N. Lunetta, The University of Iowa.

Purpose
ti

This,paper reports a, study that examined factors influencing student

choices of educational opportunities in Israeli high schools at the

conclusion of compulsory education. In particular, the study focused

upon characteristics of students who seleCted science courses and n n-

science courses. It examined the relationship between several cogn

tive, affective, and social characteristics of students and,their
,,6

N selectiOn of educational opportUnities. The researchers hypothesized

that the study of different student variables and the interactions .

between them could'result in "profiles" expressing generalized char-:-

acteristics of student groups that selected different science-and

non-science curriculum streams. They also hypothesize that student

choice was affect . by academic achievement in science general ability,

%isattitude and inter t, and socio-economic background.

Rationale

a

c-
The resecner cited a number of prior studies that have identified

correlates of "subject choice and academic orientation at the post-

compulsory education level." The studies cited have examined varia-

bles including attitudes toward science and attitudes toward science

'courses and othercourses, socio-environmental factors, and school

type. From their review the authors inferred that curricular choices

cannot be explainearadequately byany one factor. As a result they

-dfireloped the hypothesis that the study of different variables and

the interactions between them can result in "profiles" expressing
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generalized characteristics of student groups selectingdifferent/

curricular orientations. Due to assumption§ stated by the researchers,

they gave particular attention to: academic achievement,,IQ character-

istics, science interests and attitudes, and socio- economic origin in'

examining student choice of curricular streams.

Research Design and .Procedure

"The study involved 4.10 tenth-grade students fro seven Israeli bigh

schools in different parts of the country." Schools were selected to

ensure distribution of subjects according to socio-economic origin.

All students in the study had, previously followe# conventional

curriculum. Data gathered on each student included: socio-economic

group, two intelligence group tests, two academic achievemelt tests,

and a science interest and attitude test. The study was conducted

during an academic year (19/3-1974).

achievement pre-test were administered

Semester, while the second achievement

beginning of the summer-term, t o same

The IQ tests and the science

at the beginning of the fall

test was administered at the

time that students announced

j

their choices for further educational courses. The interest /attitude
i-

test was taken during the preceding spring semester. It should be

noted that the Israeli high-school System requires students'to select,

at the end of the compulsory education (grade 10), different curricular,

rj streams. There is a "humaniStic" stream and two science streams, orte

oriented toward the bioloogical sciences and the other toward the-

)ph);sical sciences.

Findings

O

111

.4*

Data showed that: the higher the students' socio-economic backgroun

the higher the proportion of students selecting itheiPhysical scienc
W. .

stream; the lower the students' socio-economic background, the higher

the proportion, of students selecting the. humanistic st rela-
.

tignship was found-betweenprefeience for'the biOlogic 1 science stream
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And stodents' socio-economic- background. The.proportionbf boys who
.

selected the physical science stream was distinctly higher than that

of girls; the' girls tended to prNr a humanities stream. 146 rela-

tionship on the baseof sex was observed in the choice of the

biological science stream. All cognitive variables, i.e., IQ and '

achievement test scores, discriminated significantly between the

student, groups selecting different streams. The order of curriculum

choice in terms of the scores was: humanistic stream (lowest scores),

.iological stream, physical science 8treah1) (highest scores).

Though the "variations it the mean scores are relatively small, the

differences between.the.lowest and the highest subgroup means on each

of the cognitive variables are in the order of only one standard

deviation unit measured for the total population."

subjects,gained (onthegnitivevariables), on the average,

\\01 ightly higher scores. than their female counterpa'rts." (The authors

lained this relationship, however, by'noting that low-ability males

tend to transfer out,of the program being examined prior to the tenth

grade level, thus ratsing the mean IQ of the male students remaining

in the sch ols t t were studied.

"The majority of 'affective'. variables stud d proved ineffective as

... discriminators between the groups" selecting different streams.

The absence of any "significant differences" between the three

streams with respect to:science-related interests and other interest

in humanities areas was noted, although some ."strong" differences

were noted between the boys and the girls. Significant differences

in Some attitude ,yariabOes between the curricular streams were

observed in the. interest test, "but this differentiation tends to

relate more to the science/non-science divide rather than to the

segregation'within the science field."
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Interpretations

C
The authors noted a similarity between their observation and those

previously observed in the United States in two prior cited studies.

They also observed that the marked, differentiation occurring between

boys and girls in their choices of curriculum had alsb been noted

by other authors. They suggest that the question of ether or not

tre,diWerences between boys and girls are the result of different.

socialization or whether they iepresent deep-rooted psychological

differences cannot be judged on the basis of,this study. The authors

suggest that this question provides opportunity lOor further investi-

kation.

Mb

The authors note that students who select a.humanistiAcurriculum show

a less positive attitude toward science in general and toward science

asit is taught in school than do students in the other stireams. This

is in contrast to their interest, in science which is similar in all

three streams. The authors note that they have 'found the achievement

in chemistry of students whp chose thehumanistid-stream to be low

although "an,indication that something is wrong in the way science

is taught in the tenth grade." The authOrs suggest, to, correct for

this problem and to raise stands chievement, that special

curricula be prepared for humanities oriented students.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This resfarch study appears to have been well-conCeived and executed.

Relevant literature references are thorough and helpful. On the other

'hand, since raw scores ayl data are not reported in the text, tables,

or figures of the pa er, the reader must rely entirely on the authors'

verbal interpretat ons of the study. The lim ted information that is

given to describ the student sample does ra a possibility of bias

in the distribu ion of girls and boys by socio-economivorigin(i.e.,

a much larger ercIntage of girls from lower socio-economic groups

u
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wereAm the study than were boys). Yet, there is almost no way the

reader of the paper tan assess the credibility of the interpretations

due to the limited amount of data that is reported in the paper. The

authors do report their findings in ways that appear to compensate

for the bias in the sample, ut doubts remain that'cannot be resolved
. _

from'the limited data report d. The absence of data and detail also

raises a number of other qu stions about methodology .and fihdi4s.

As noted in the Interpretations Section, the authors' .have suggested

tbet e nevi curriculum should be prepared-for the non-science oriented
1.

students who develop less positive attitudes toward science than do_

$wi

the science-oriented students. Yet, they,provide no clue as to how

ar
this might best, be done . Fu hermore, while the authors describe a

limited number of-stlent v iables that appear to be related to
4

curriculum choice, they have not reported or examined "profiles" of

student groups selecting science and non-science streams, originally

specified as an hypothesis of the study. The findings of the study do

show a strong relatiOnShip between curriculum-choice and the student's

socio- economic background. This relation p is. of. special interest

to light of recent findings reported by the National Assessment of

Education Progress in the United States showing similar relationships.

Yet, there are cultural differences from one part of the world-to

another that may result in di ferent patterns in other regions.
1

C4lturally based differences, upon careful examination,may shed
i

light on how to resolvesome of the problems that are currently,

perceived in the United States andin other developed counteies. An

examination of such cross-cultural differenks may well be a fruitful

area for further research study in.science education.
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0 nit

Purpose

The purpose of this study was:

1. to determine the influence of audio-tutorial instruction
on the attainment of the Earth concept by second-grade
children, and

2. to use an interview procedure to evaluate and assess the
Earth 'concept held by, second-gracWchildren.

Rationale'

Audio-tutorial instruction was used,to control-for the teacher

variable and to insure that all children received the-same instruc-

tion. The structured interview was used toe$Sess the children's '

Earth concept because itallowsthe.interviewer to draw out the

Child's justification for his explanations.

The preent study is an attempt to incorporate audio-tutorial

instruction with the structured interview to. assess the Earth'

concept of second-grade children presently held or gained from

instruction.

Research. Design and Procedure

The subjects in this study were children from two second-grade
, .. ..;.

classes from an urban elementary .school. . The classes were randomly

.

4...
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divided into two groups'with about 26 subjects in each group. The

children in each group were given a structured interview aimed at

assessing the child's version of the Earth concept. The first .

group of children received the interviews before they received

instruction. The second group received the interviews after they

completed instruction. ,

4

The instruction received by the children consisted of siX.15 to 25-

minute audio-tutorial lessons designed foi second-graders. The
f

lessons were designed to e$ent the Earth concept,

The notion. of the Earth conceptheld by. each child was assessed by

using an interview procbdure. The final form of the erview-

test was developed through a process that consisted of several

phases. Hypothesizing about children's notions and reexamination

of the assumed notions were phases that were repeated until the

final version of the.interview procedure was, developed. The pro-

cedure was developed by.using 60 second-graders from'an urban

elementary school believed to be Similar .to the,one selected for

the present-study.
(

Analysis of the interview data was4n terms of pla4ing the second7

gradersitn one of five levels in terms of their notion of the Eprth

concept. Children in the first group who had the Aterview before

the instruction were compared with the second group who received

the instruction before the interview.

A major part of the paper was devoted to the actual,use gf the

interview procedure to determine the concept level of, each child.

The'proced re was very specific as to the examples and qUestions

used with the ren. Summary of this procedure would be diffi-

'IN4L11without the diagrams, etc. us:94'in the pa er. quffiCe it to

say that the children' responses'were evaluated very carefUlly.
_ /

Then additional questions were used tp force the children tb make

a choice'designed to determine more acclifately their 1

Earth Wicept.
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Findings

clue nceond-grade children in

differeht notions or conceptS

the study were found to possess five

of the Earth as inferred from their

interview responses. Notions one two,.and three nvolved the

concept of a flat earth with'no.concept of space. In Notion One,

the children believe'the Earth to be 6planet.in the y that is

different from where they live. Children who hold Notion Two lack

a notion of unlimited space. They tend to place a ground or ocean

to limit space below the Earth and skyto'limii space above the

Earth. Notion Three children-do not draw sky only above the Earth

but all around it.

).

Children. who hold Notion Four concepts of the Earth use the Earth

as the frame of reference for up-down directions. They do -not,,,

,relate up-down directions to the Earth's center, however. Three

aspects f 6 Earth concept are demonstrated by children who hold

Notion ive. These are Mat the Earth is (1) a spherical planet,

(2) sur rounded by space, and (3) with_things falling to its center.

4".
p

There were no significant differences in,the notions held by the

two groups of seccod=graders,in the'study. In other words, the,

audio- tutorial instr uction did not have a significant effect on

the Notion of Earth concept held-by the children. 'There appeared

to be a ten'hncy,`however,"for more children to hold Notion Four

or Five after instruction. .

Interpretations

,The fact that secdnd-Igrade children exhibited a different. Earth, .

concept suggests that:learning the concept'takes-place in a series.

oridentifiable steps rather than one large step. Much instruc-
i

tionalpla9ning Should be.devoted to ways that may help children

understand various aspectsigpf the Earth, concept. 1)
k
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The findings in this study indicated that the childrenlollowed a

pattern only Partially kginsistent with Piaget's developmental

stages. The observations suggest that the Earth concept notions

may be related'to specific experiences rather than being related

to age-dePendent maturation.

ABSTRACTOWE ANALYSIp

This.study presented an Interesting analysis of the procedure

necessary to assess the notion-of Earth concept hdld by second-.

grade children. The part of the study which was designed to

. determine the effect of instruction on the Earth concept notions

held by-the second-graders did not,appeat to contribute much to

the field of science education because of the repetitive nature

of this part to previous studies in the literature.. This part

could have been left completely'out without removing anything'

from the purpose of assessing children' concepts as indicated,

in-the title ot:the article.
r"

The majority of the paper.was-devoted to an Assessment Of the

notions' of-Earth concept held by the second-gtf'ders. The detailed

"de;icription of'tiroCeduke used to determine the concept..notions

e ld bythe children was'extremely interesting and complete. It
7

El refined to such an extent that there could be little doubt

about its validity. The follow-up questions and visuals used to

determine whether certain children held egodentric points of view.

4 or really were operating,tonceptually were very logical and speci-
,

THT-ahildren werefOrced to indicate their concept level,

with little doubt about the way in which they were thinking to

arriveft the answers.

,c.

e research design used to determine the effect. of instruction

n the Earth concept held by the. second-graders was aPBropriate
. .

..,

to the type.of' study.. Variables appeared, o be controlled ade-

Oately. HOweve5 it was not clear wheth r %the 60 children in t1e
: .2.



t,

two classes chosen for the study were randomly placed into the two

study groups or whether the two "classes" were randomly placed

(intact) into one or the other group at random. If the children

were randomly sampled and each had an equal chance of being in

either group, then the sampling procedure was appropriate.

The written repOrt for this paper was adequate in its content and

format. The details of the refinement of the interview procedure

were excellent. Explanations of why the procure was _developed

as it was were included, whith made the written portion very easy

to folloW. One thing that may have been helpful would haVe been

a flow chart to show-how the interview progressed from one question

to another depending upon the child's response.

The paper suggested numerous areas for future research or approaches

which appeared to be appropriate'to the present study. One issue

suggested was that it is important to determine the readiness'of the

child toward, elementary school science. It would be helpful to

determine in advance the notion level that would be developed, in a

child through given learning experiences. Correlakon of a child's

notion lever with his cognitive developmental level in related

fields would be interesting.. A study of how different instructional

schemes may influence children holding different notions would prove

valuable.

In.,conclusion, the asseqsmeni-Procedure developed in this paper to

determine the Earth concept notion held by second- graders appears

to be an'excetient procedure to hebused to determine he level of

concepts held by children 'other areas of elementary science.

The asSdiament procedure could be us&I with children,when studies-
).

are.condacted.in which the level of concept development must be

determined...
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-

Purpose

The purpose of the study was to determine those characteristics per-
.

Ceived by elementary science meth ds students as

the credibility of an elemen science methods

Rationale

t'

In the learning theory model ,for_ attitude change, the credibility of

the communicator (his expertise and trustworthiness) is o major

importance. According to the LieoryyLe more credibl the communi-

cator, the greater the change in attitude of the cts toward the

attitude reflected by the communicator.. In order to test this model

it is necessary to know what elementaty saence methods students

contributing most to

h.

perceive as a credible Instructor.

Research Design and Procedure
4-

An insttamnt was developed:which consisted of 14 statements considered

representative of credible attributes of an elementary science methods

instructor. The items were designed based on.the literature and the

investigatot's experience as an elementary science methodb instructor.

Three items relating to the writing and research ability of the

instructor were included in the 14 statements. The researcher con-

sidered. these-three 'as reflecting credible attributes according to

55
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the academic community; but hypothesized that students vere.not as

likely to perceive them as credible attributes.

The instrument was given to 286 third-year elementary education

students from four mid- western teacher preparation institutions:

a land-grant university (n = 152), an urban commuter university

(n = 68), a teacher's college (n = 50 ,.and a private church-related

college (n = 16). The instrument.w administered.by the elementary

methods instructors'at each of the foot institutions.'

A five-point.Likert-type response format from "strongly agree" to

"strongly disagree" with e midpoint of "uncertain" Was Used for the '

students to respond to each of the 14 statements riThe strongly

agree" and "agree" responses were lumped together during scoring.

Any statement receiving 70 percent or more agreement was considered

as reflecting.a student - perceived C4e'clible characteristic of eiemen-

'tary methods instructors.

'in Sings
w.

Although the investigator'considered all 14,items to reflect credible

characteristics, the 70 percent or greater agree criterion was

obtained for only 7 of the 14 items. These characteristics were:

1) Refers to practical teaching activities in class

2)" Has taught science to children

3) Assumed responsibility for teaching science content

4) Models reselling modes similar to those proposed for children

5) Assists science professors in designing science content

I

courses

6) Counsels student teachers

7)- Assists inservice teachers
4

Those items which did not (meet the 70 percent agreecriterion

1) Deals with gehersi teacher education topics

2 Has taught children subject6 other than science

p) Is inVolved,in research'
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4) Counsels former students when they become teachers

5) Authors science textbooks

6) Teaches science to children concurrently with science
methods courses

7) Authors science methods textbooks

2*
The coefficient alpha index of reliability for the total instrument

based on 246 student responses was 0.83.

'Interpretations-

Tfieinstructor best suited to produce; positive attitude change should,

reflect credible attributes as perceived by the students. Students

consider instructors who can draw upon past practical experiences and
.

who can model various recommended teaching° modes as credible: Also

instructors who counsel teachers and students and who include some

aciencecontent-in.their courses.and.assist: n the development-of

university sciences courses for.elementary education students are
e .

'qualities perceived as credible.

HavOing,...written an elements science textbook or a science methods book.

.waa not perceived as lending h tb.the instructor4s credibility, tor

was being involVedwith.resea 44 in elementary science methods.

If these students' perCeptions of credible instructors generalize to

Other preservice elementary science methods students and/or to inner-
.

vice elementary teadherS, then the selection and preparation of

elementary science methods. instructors and perhaps eleMentary science

superVisors could be affected.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

It. is gratifying to see the, continuing research efforts in the atti-.

tude domain byShrigley.?t,8o much. attitude research in science

education has been of the one-shot variety. Shrigley's research

represents a continuing effort to develop abetter understanding
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and theoretical bases for attitude formation and Modification in

science education.

( s

The brief article clearly presents a descr ption and the results df

Shrigley's research effort. As with any study and repoit, there 'are.
,_

some comments, criticisms, andsuggestions which can be made, which--

had they been incorporated into the reportcould have improved the

Article.

The title .of the article is broader than t ospeof the study and

is somewhat misleading. The study dealt with the credibility of the

elementary science methods instructor as perceived by students.

Although Communicator ct6dibility, is central tathe learning theory

approach to attitude modification,- attitude change was_noi addressed

'in.the study and the part of the title, "A Model for Attitude Modifi-,

'4\ cation," gives the impressiOtithat4he study dealt with an attitude

modifidation based on instructor4 c redibility.

f
In addition, one of the listed assumptions, number five, ft more

credible instructor will have a positive attitudinal.effect on.

studentsthrough verbal petsuision" is relevant to an attitude modi-
.

fication study but is not,A.rbary'-aSSumption of the reported

study since this was in no-way.41:eCSSary atCitti&a*_to,the study..
`Y\--

The data for the students at the four institutions were combined for

repotting. It would have been informative and-useful to hale had
ca

the results from each of the ivtitutions also reported. Since the

numbei of students at one institution was so large.(152 out,of a total

sample of 286), the total students' petcepti!on could.have been highly

influended by the students ofthe,one instiuctort The credible attfi-
A4

butes could have been prtdominantly those_perceive&by the students

at the one institution. If the results at all fourinstitutions were

similar, it would be a stronger argument that the credible attributes

were cotmon for the four instructors.

The queationnaire of 14 credible attributes appeared to be faiily

comprehensiVe, although there is one aspect which appears to be
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missing: that which relates to the instructor's knowledge and compe-

tence

Sli

tence in science. This might be implicit in some f the other state-

ments or assumed to be automatic for any science me ods instructor,'

but it might have beeh informative to have included a statement deal-
:

ing with the. instructor's science preparation.
.._

There are some other personal aspects such as dress; appearande and

non-verbal attributes which could`elso contribute to instructor cred-

'fbility which were not considered in the studyjAronson, 1972);

Finally'Shrigley in his recommendations suggests that "This study

seems to encourage a closer'examination of the learning theory

approach as a model for modifying the attitudes of elementa'VPry

teachers toward science." Knowing whaf,students'consider as_a

credible instructor is obviously important for attitudinal modifi-

cation using the learning model, but from the current study 4,does

not necessarily follow hat closer examination of the learning theory

model is warranted.

The above comments should Rof be interpreted to detract from the

importance and validity of the ieported research.' Shrigley's goal

to build attitude research on a theoretical basis is commendable

and The current study, contributes to that goal.
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f4iAlatract and Analysis Prepared Especially forA.S.E, by
am.G. Halliday and Judith A. Threadgill!,e University of

-pur-poses of Dr. TaMir'S research were (1) to compare the effects_

Of: a four-year Biological-Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) program and

ptogram on students' achievement, (2) to evaluate possible

interactive effects between-two teacher groups (BSCS supporters and

non-BSCS supporters) and two student groups (BSCS participants and

non-BSCS participants), and (3) to investigate4possible interactive

effectg,among such independent variables as the type of school, the

sex of students, and student achievement on'specific biological

topics.

Rational:

Previous studies comparing students' achievement scores between BSCS.

curriculum programs and so-called conventional textbook-centered

programs have, in most cases, Abvealed few or no significant differ-
.

encee between the evaluated programs. Tamir reasoned that most of

these previous studies evaluated relatively short -term curriculum

programs:, Second, he'hyAthesized that some higha&hool teachers

taught the inquiry - oriented, BSCS curriculum using contrary tradi-

tional-eXpository methods, a practice of questionable value to stu-

dents studyingfrom a BSCS textbook. On the other hand, BSCS

supporters using BSCS materials were more likely teaching students

in the manner consistent with the. approach designed by BSCS. curric7
/ulum developers,
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p
Conditions in Israel particularly

and non-BSCS curriculums.- First,

%schools offered a four-year BSC

lent themselves to evaluating BSCS

about half of the country's high

urse (using BSCS Yellow Version

and the BSCS Second Courset.11 ),, while other students were eduCated using

a four-year non-BSC9s.:biology course. Second, both courses were

officially accredited and served as a prerequisite for admission

into institutions of higher education. Third, the available biology.

teachers did not differ either in their educational prepatation or

in other qualifications.

_

,o-

Research Design (and Procedure 1g,

A stratified random sample of 989 twelfth-grade students was drawn

from 48 Israeli high schools of three types (city academic, rural-
.

kibbutz and agr ulture)'offering a four-year biology program
5'. .

-terminating in an external matriculation examination. About half

of these students (BSCS group) were using the Israeli adaptation of

the BSCS prograwhich followed the Yellow Version in grades 9-11

and the Second Course, Interaction of Experiments and Ideas in the

twelfth grade. Theother half of the Sample (non-BSCS grOup) was-

following,a different biology program. The 50 teachers instructing

the 989 students were administered.the BlankenShip; Attitude

Inventory. This teacher inventory was previously validated twice

by Blankenship and once by Kochendorfer. In the present study, the

results were used to identify supporrters and non-supporters of the

BSCS apprOaches:

A 30-item multiple-choice achievement ,test was developed to assess.

all students' comprehension of biological informationeOntained in
F.both the BSCS and non-BSCS curricula. kstaticgroupcomparison

7 4H.
(non-equivalent Posttest .only), preexperiptental design was employed

by Tamir. These common - content. tems Were-validated by a matriCula,

tion test committee -and.. 10 twelfih4grade4iology teachers who did

not participate in the. study. The itetgWere categorized using six

conceptualiopiCs and three cognitive leVels of Bloom's taxonomy

and then presented to pilot students notjnvolved in the study



sample. Items falling below a point-biserial index of 0.3 were nocp

used in the study.

`Findings

BSCS"stUdents aubsta tiaily outperformed non-BSCS students on the

achievement test. I addition, students of BSCS-supporting teachers

Outperformed students taught by BSCS nonsupporting teachers. When

interactIve effects of the two student groupswith the two teacher

groups were considered, tlid ranking was as follows: BSCS stude

of BSCS- supporters received the highest scores, BSCS students of

nonsupporters were second, nou:-BSCS students of . nonsupporters were

third, and non-BSCS students of supporters ranked lowest.' The

kibbutz student results, :in particular, suggested that teachers

who were nonsupporters of BSCS approach yet used BSCS curric-

ulum materials, th fact, taught students who scores much lower than

those teacher who agreed with the BSCS philoSOphy and also used

BSCS matei ls Ptnally, most girls achieved as well as or better

than boys, except for those Otis enrolldd in agricultural:schools.,

ii

Interpretations

Dr:Ts:nit concluded that the BSCS curriculum appears to' be superior

to the non-BSCS curriculumused in Israel. These most important

findings were'in full agreement with another similar study evaluat-
. . , :, ? t

ingIsraeli students at the_ end of the tenth. gtadc. Students in

a ricultural'achools,especially girls,were fo d to be an except
lb ,

ti n: Furthermore,
T
the. kind of the d teachers! atti- *\--

i. twits toward,the adopted cutricular approach constiuted two

important variables in terms pA student outcomes On achiAremeni test.

However, the nature of, the curriculum was found to be more decisive.:

In conclusion, 'Studying a BSCS program from a BSCS-supporting

teachervald yield the highest levelrof achievement. Another

important implication of this Study is the'need to ascertain that
, c
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teachers understand and support the rationale that guides the 'program

they teach."

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The present study is an extension of Drs. Tamir and Jungwirth's 1975

study, evaluating the feasibility of using the Israeli BSCS adaptation

program with tenth grade studentsr1L0e 1975 study correctly suggested

that achievement in high school biology is not unidimehsional and that i.

different students reach different levels of achievement with differ-

ent measures. More specifically, the city academic and kibbuti school

students ixsing BSCS materials outperformed those other students usikg

non-BSCS curriculums. The BSCS program appeared to be less adequate

for those students who were. of non-Bur8Pean descent and who were

enrolled in agricultural schooks.

v.

Tamirls.BSCS vs. non -BSCS studies.tonsititute quality descriAtIve

research of the decision-oriented type; Few other research. studies

in science. education. have used the quality of methodology employed

by:Tamir. Such excellent work provides curriculum designers with

useful information about BSCS programs under specific,conditions.

One such condition is the length of the pr6gram. The present study
C-`1

compared four year BSCS and nmn-BSCS programs, ostensibly because
4

previous,comparative studies of shorter duration resulted in few

significant differences. However, the less significant results of

the shorter term studies ma ,be due to the fact that four years are

required for the program to have any observable effect on'studeRt

perfoinanck. The result of these studies may thenVbe more,appli-

. cable to situation6 here programs are necessarily briefer than

*-!-fl are themore_signifi ant results of the present study: One of the

'contributions mf.the,present study ,wab the introduction of the

variable of teacher preference. ,Since the shorter term:studies

have not considered this variable, it would have been especially
4

Interesting had'Tamir included ninth or tenth 'graders In this

study, as he has done in the past.

a
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A second condition is the particuler locality from which students were

seledted.. It is the reader'sresponsibility to exe e caution in
ills

0

igeneralizing bpond
c
t e described(Israeii situation Men interpreting .

such statements as: (1) "Thy (tie study findings) show that regard-
-1,

less of other benefits whiCh may accrue as a result of studying BSCS-

type !Apology, as'far As content learning is concerned, the BSCS'
_

curriculuM appears to be superior." (2) "StUdents of 1351,FS- eacher)

supporters achievbd beSt"'and (3) "The BSCS 'curriculum appease xo
/

offer few advantages'for agricultural sfhgol students." The reader
o .shouin realize that this study-type is ex poSt facto and not aperi-

.

mental. Dr. Fred N. Kerlinger, commenting on such, research; in his

1973 book, Foundations of BehaVioral Research, states that "In ex post

fac o research tdirec control is not poSsible: neither experimental
1 k

1
MI

man pulation nor random assignment can be used by the, researcher'."

Kerlinger .4o makes It cler'that causal or, functional relation-
_ 4 1 . '

ships. can not be conclU ed about such investigated variables as type
, ,

of curriculum and. student chieven)efit test scores.. Consequently, it
(_..

may be fallacious to assume that
.

theIsraeli BSCS
.

program is superior
. - ,

, to their non-BSCS'ourriculum as evidenced by a Comparative analysis,

"cef achievement test scores from the two sample popUiations. There

exist many rival , hypotheses for such apparent differences. Namely,

in thislstuk, it Islreasonable-to suggest that those Israeli school

districtSselecting the BSCS curriculum teach children and employ

teachers possesging characteristics different from those other

school districts using a non-BSCS curriculum.

;Areimportant concern in any curriculum evaluation study is the

validity of the,dependent variable measure. Tamir has.. chosen a

content validation methOd using an adequate number of competent

judges. Space limitations of the Journal of Research in Science

Teaching likely prevented him frommbre completely describing the

development of his instrument'. We personally disagree with the

psychometric technique of eliminating al l test-,items falling below

. any point-biserial index. Such procedures can reduce the validity
.

of a criterion-reference measure. In addition, more recent tech7

niques for evaluating.curriculums are briefly described by Popham

ti
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in his recInt Vticle-in Educational Researcher (December 1978) and'

are clearly applicable to evaluation efforts in the futufec. However, ,

such recent developmerms should' not detract. from the
.

value of 4he
'. ./

present study. In fact, thereexist very few curriculum evaluation.

stpdies in science education today that can compete With phe Tamir
r---%

4effort.

In conclusion, Tamies.findings prov4de an excellent theoretical

bases for "experimentally" evaluatingthe apparent mer#s of t1e

BSCS curriculum and for/administratively,adapting the curriculum

undei conditions similar to those desciibed by Tamii.
, .
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